ESTONIA residents final comments to Nicotine Users Survey 2020
Do you have any additional remarks?
20 comments from Estonia residents:
- Please give us back all flavors and no bottle size limit !!! and cancel taxes for vaping, because its
ridiculous! Vaping is not harmful for humans, all limits are because BIG TOBACCO companies paid for it,
thats it ! its pure corruption !
- The biggest problem in the vaping industry at the moment is that Estonia does not allow me to buy
products from other EU countries while at the same time not being able to sell me the products I'm truly
searching for. Also the second problem is the 10ml restriction since it takes me like 40-50 boosters to
create myself 1 liter of base (unflavoured) liquid. Before the restrictions started I just bought myself
100ml of 100mg PG liquid that has been serving my nicotine needs for 4-5 years now. It only takes 30 ml
of this to create me 1 liter of base liquid. Now compare the plastic waste.
- Not enough research available on possible harm of using nicopods.
- Smoke free for 3 years now, thanks to vaping
- Smoke should be forbidden and snus should be allowed all over EU
- Free the vape.
- No
- Creating this artificial discrepancy concerning e-cigarettes is probably the stupidest and most evil thing
EU has ever done!
- I hope my answers are of help to change something
- no
- Distance selling of e-cigarettes must be possible under the same conditions throughout the EU.
- I would like more vape products to be available in Estonia. Tobacco laws need to be less strict. 10ml
nicotine limit for liquids does not help. Buying vapes online is forbidden, this also doesn't help anybody.
Tax should be less to help people quit smoking and lessen the need to buy from gray markets.
- I would prefer less tobaco loby. I would use certified, safer flavoring. I am forced to buy food flavoring,
which I can not be sure to be safe for vaping
- EU should stop making these restricting laws and focus on more important world matters. People
should be able to order vape products from EU sites no matter what EU country they live in.
- I quit smoking cigarettes over 5 years ago thanks to vape. For myself, I can say that my health has
improved many times over - shortness of breath, unpleasant odor, plaque on my teeth disappeared.
- All I have to say is that you should cut off the flavor ban and reduce the taxes on e-liquid. If liquid would
have UK prices in EU it would make me buy from ecig stores not from black market and mix my own
juice. Ideas: Reduce tax price to UK prices. Allow people to buy larger bottles of liquid which already

have nicotine inside them (6mg 100ml etc). Allow to have good flavored liquids. (fruits, drinks, berries
etc). Only very very little % of people vape tobacco flavor liquids.
- Make snus legal in EU
- Legalisera Svenskt snus i EU nu !
- Aumentate il prezzo delle sigarette o andate a prendere i soldi dalle multinazionali invece di rompere i
coglioni sempre ai piccoli consumatori

